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Introducing Artificial Intelligence 

Boden, M.A. (Ed.). (1996). Artificial intelligence (2nd ed.) (pp. xv-xvii). San Diego: Academic 

Press.  

 

Dr. Margaret A. Boden is a professor of Philosophy and Psychology at the University of Sussex, 

founded the university’s School of Cognitive and Computing Sciences, which researches 

intelligence in connection to humans, animals, and machines.  The work is intended for an 

audience made up of psychologists, cognitive scientists, and natural scientists.  The selected 

section of this book, the preface, gives an insightful introduction to artificial intelligence for 

beginners to the topic; however, to attain a more thorough introduction to AI, one should refer to 

Mike Sharples, et al.’s (1989), Computers and thought: a practical introduction to artificial 

intelligence (Cambridge: MIT Press, pp. xix-32).  The rest of Sharples’s work could be read 

alongside Boden’s considering some of the authors have contributed to Artificial intelligence, as 

well.  The drawback to this section, is that because it is geared towards scientists and 

psychologists, the definition of artificial intelligence is more narrow than a general description of 

the concept. 

 

Sharples, M., Hogg, D., Hutchison, C., Torrance, S., & Young, D. (1989). Computers and 

thought: a practical introduction to artificial intelligence. Cambridge: MIT Press, pp. xix-32. 

 

Mike Sharples is part of the School of Cognitive and Computing Sciences at the University of 

Sussex, England.  David Hogg is with the School of Computer Studies at the University of 

Leeds.  Steve Torrance is a professor of Cognitive Science at the Middlesex University. The 

intended audience of this work is for beginners with little or no computer background in regards 

to artificial intelligence.  The foreword and the first chapter, titled, “Towards Artificial 

Intelligence,” give a thorough introduction to what artificial intelligence is in general.  Also, the 

first chapter’s purpose is to compare machine versus the mind, or brain.  In contrasting these 

two, the reader can better understand how scientists are creating artificial intelligence.  The 

authors give visual examples for the reader to understand, as well as graphs.  Also, they include 

exercises to help the reader learn.  Despite the examples, graphs, and exercises, the language 

seems to be too advanced for the writers’ intended audience of beginners to the subject.  This 

book could be read alongside Margaret A. Boden’s (Ed.) (1996), Artificial intelligence (2nd ed., 

San Diego: Academic Press, pp. xv-xvii).  Most of the authors in this book have contributed to 

Boden’s work. 

 

Specific Examples of Artificial Intelligence 

Fox, J. (1996). Expert systems and theories of knowledge. In Boden, M.A. (Ed.), Artificial 

intelligence (2nd ed.) (pp. 157-181). San Diego: Academic Press. 

 

John Fox is part of the Advanced Computation Laboratory and the Imperial Cancer Research 

Fund.  The intended audience, as stated in an earlier annotation, is psychologists, cognitive 

scientists, and natural scientists.  The purpose of this particular chapter is to convey the 

developments of artificial intelligence and how it helps organize knowledge, or information.  To 



 

 

see even more expert, or intelligent, systems, look at William E. Halal’s, “Artificial intelligence 

is almost here” (On the Horizon, 11(2), 37-38.  Retrieved from Emerald).  Fox gives a list of 

logics that help the reader understand his concept of knowledge: belief; goals and intentions; 

actions and plans; time, events, and situations; space and structure; and objects and forces.  The 

chapter goes into great detail about the concept of expert systems, showing the growth process, 

letting the reader see the progress of how the systems would help organize information.  

However, there are no rebuttals throughout or at the end of the chapter, leaving the sense that the 

author is biased towards his topic. 

 

Kim, J.S.  (2004).  Customized Recommendation Mechanism Based on Web Data Mining and 

Case-Based Reasoning.  In Mohammadian, M. (Ed.), Intelligent agents: for data mining and 

information retrieval (pp. 46-63). Hershey: Idea Group Inc. 

 

Dr. Jin Sung Kim, an assistant professor of Management Information Systems at the School of 

Business Administration, Korea, has dedicated his teaching and research to the chapter’s topic.  

As commented in the next annotation, this work is geared towards researchers at the 

undergraduate and post-graduate levels.  The chapter’s purpose is to recommend specific AI 

techniques to search through information for businesses.  Kim describes the background of data 

mining versus web data mining, the methodology of the techniques, and how they can be 

implemented in various phases: association rule generation, case generation, construction of 

hybrid knowledge base, and hybrid recommendation.  As seen in another section of this book, 

there seems to be some bias from the author considering there are no external objections to the 

topic mentioned. 

 

Mohammadian, M. & Jentzsch, R.  (2004).  Computational Intelligence Techniques Driven 

Intelligent Agents for Web Data Mining and Information Retrieval.  In Mohammadian, M. 

(Ed.), Intelligent agents: for data mining and information retrieval (pp. 15-29). Hershey: Idea 

Group Inc. 

 

Dr. Masoud Mohammadian, a senior lecturer in the School of Computing at the University of 

Canberra in Australia, has mainly focused his studies and research on intelligent agents.  Dr. Ric 

Jentzsch, a senior lecturer in Information Systems and Technology, also at the University of 

Canberra, has more than 25 years of industry experience in information technology.  The work’s 

intended audience is researchers at the undergraduate and post-graduate levels.  The purpose of 

this chapter is to show a new way to search the World Wide Web for better information results 

with intelligent tools.  The chapter gives excellent building blocks to possible intelligent agents 

that would aid Web searchers to get better results.  The section gives examples for the readers to 

understand Mohammadian and Jentzsch’s meanings.  The chapter seems to be somewhat biased 

because it does not mention any disadvantages to the topic. 

 

Sharples, M., Hogg, D., Hutchison, C., Torrance, S., & Young, D. (1989). Computers and 

thought: a practical introduction to artificial intelligence (pp. 59-98). Cambridge: MIT Press. 

 

Mike Sharples is part of the School of Cognitive and Computing Sciences at the University of 

Sussex, England.  David Hogg is with the School of Computer Studies at the University of 

Leeds.  Steve Torrance is a professor of Cognitive Science at the Middlesex University.  As 



 

 

stated in the previous annotation for this book, the general audience of this work is for beginners 

with minimal computer background education in connection with artificial intelligence.  This 

chapter is titled, “Stored Knowledge.”  The purpose of this chapter is to show how artificial 

intelligence would search through and organize stored knowledge in a given space, for example, 

in a computer.  The authors explain the importance of stored knowledge, specialized versus 

commonsense knowledge, styles of knowledge representation, and give two models of artificial 

intelligence--performance model, which is concerned about imitating intelligence, and internal 

representation model, which is concerned about reproducing intelligence. As in the previous 

annotation, the authors use examples, graphs, and exercises for the reader, but the topic seems to 

be too advanced for a beginner audience. 

 

Topeka & Shawnee Country Public Library (Producer).  (2007).  Mysteries of the book 

depository revealed.  United States: Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library.  Retrieved 

from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uwyekriJ0ww. 

 

Topeka & Shawnee Country Public Library, since 1871, has been a long-standing library based 

in Topeka, Kansas.  The video’s intended audience is the public.  The purpose for the making 

of the video was to answer the popular question from patrons as to how their book depository 

worked.  Although the short video is made by amateurs, they show a simple layout on how the 

machine works.  A drawback was no one narrated.  The audience had to rely on reading and 

following the images at the same time and that was difficult at some aspects.  Though it is not 

clearly stated, the book depository is an example of a library using artificial intelligence to 

organize information. 

 

Skeptics of Artificial Intelligence 

Pontin, J.  (2007, March 25).  Artificial intelligence with help from the humans.  The New York 

Times, section 3, p. 5.  Retrieved from LexisNexis Academic. 

 

Jason Pontin is the editor in chief of Technology Review, which is a magazine and website 

owned by MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology).  The article’s intended audience is the 

business community.  In the article it is mentioned that companies are having difficulty locating 

and organizing the huge amount of information their computers have stored.  Pontin argues that 

humans have to help the computer in order to organize the information for businesses.  Dr. Jeff 

Bezos calls this idea “artificial artificial intelligence.”  Bezos, chief executive of Amazon.com, 

creator of Amazon Mechanical Turk, an online service involving human workers, is unconvinced 

AI is up to the task of handling such a mass amount of information like what is on the Web.  

However, despite this argument, at the end of the article, Pontin mentions that in at least 25 years 

computers will be more powerful than human brains, a bit contradicting, leaving the reader 

wondering what is his point. 

 

Schweber, B.  (2008, April 5).  Time for an AI reality check.  Electronic Engineering Times, p. 

2.  Retrieved from LexisNexis Academic. 

 

Bill Schweber, site editor of Planet Analog, has had over 25 years experience with electronic 

engineering.  His intended audience is for those that support artificial intelligence.  Schweber 

gives his opinion that AI is beyond the capability of being compared to the brain, and that it will 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uwyekriJ0ww


 

 

never meet up to a brain’s standards.  He is dubious of the fact that artificial intelligence is on its 

way to being successfully used.  Experts say it is “just around the corner,” but the corner seems 

to extend to 5, 10, 20 years away.  Considering scientists do not fully comprehend how the brain 

works, how it translates and stores information, Schweber is skeptical that humans can make an 

artificial intelligence system work like the brain.  He proposes that unless we understand the 

brain and how it functions, artificial intelligence systems will not come about.  Schweber makes 

an insightful point, but he does not look into other areas of artificial intelligence, taking only a 

narrow point of view.  To see another way to view this point, read John Markoff’s, “Pursing the 

next level of artificial intelligence” (The New York Times, section c, p. 3.  Retrieved from 

LexisNexis Academic). 

 

Future of Artificial Intelligence 

Halal, W.E.  (2003).  Artificial intelligence is almost here.  On the Horizon, 11(2), 37-38.  

Retrieved from Emerald. 

 

William E. Halal is a professor at George Washington University in the Department of 

Management Science.  The articles intended audience is the computer community.  The 

purpose of this article is to convey that artificial intelligence is coming into the technological 

age. Halal predicts that by 2010, intelligent computer systems will begin to emerge.  He tells us 

in a table some of the scientific advances that are in progress and predicts what will occur: 

computer systems are becoming self-managed, speech recognition should match humans in a 

decade, smart computers should be able to learn in a decade, flat wall monitors should become 

common in a few years (we can tell this is now occurring), a new generation of computer power 

is already here, and the establishment of the “semantic Web,” which makes the internet more 

intelligent.  A drawback to this article is that Halal does not go into specifics how AI is 

developing, just that it is, leaving the reader somewhat unconvinced. 

 

Markoff, J.  (2008).  Pursuing the next level of artificial intelligence.  The New York Times, 

section c, p. 3.  Retrieved from LexisNexis Academic. 

 

John Markoff is an author and senior writer of The New York Times, writing about issues in 

regards to computer and technology for over 25 years.  His intended audience is the public in 

general.  The purpose of the article is to inform the reader of Daphne Koller’s work in taking 

progressive steps with artificial intelligence.  Koller has been a researcher at Stanford since 

1995, working on advancing artificial intelligence with mathematical theory and probability.  

She has contributed to the areas of robotics and biology with her work.  Koller’s theoretical 

work can be applied to the Web, organizing the information more effectively for users.  This 

article is excellent because it gives the reader a different perspective on how artificial 

intelligence can be studied in a different way, besides looking at a computer or looking at how 

the brain works.  Instead, Koller looks at the workings of a cell or defining how humans 

understand images in the world. 

 

Surprenant, T.  (1983).  Future libraries.  Wilson Library Bulletin, 57, 126-127.  Retrieved 

from Library Literature & Information Science Retrospective.  

 

Tom Surprenant is an assistant professor at the Graduate Library School of the University of 

http://0-vnweb.hwwilsonweb.com.www.whitelib.emporia.edu/hww/jumpstart.jhtml?prod=LIBR


 

 

Rhode Island.  The article’s intended audience is the library community.  The purpose of the 

work is to reveal how artificial intelligence will impact the libraries of the future.  Surprenant 

gives three ways in which artificial intelligence in the form of robots could be used in a library: 

retrieving and shelving library materials, reading shelves, and doing inventory.  To see a 

specific example of a library using a similar-like robot, watch the video, Mysteries of the book 

depository revealed (United States: Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library.  Retrieved from 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uwyekriJ0ww).  There are pros and cons to using robots in 

libraries.  One pro is having more productivity.  One con is the decrease in job positions.  

Another con is cost.  Not many libraries can afford to have such a robot.  The article is 

well-written, going into many issues facing artificial intelligence and the library, as well as 

letting the reader draw his or her own conclusions on the subject. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uwyekriJ0ww

